
T526 Basic Modular Conference Table Package

526FR + 526RR Sec ons

Finishes

526FR Sec on 526RR Sec on

The T526 Basic is a modular boat shaped table which 
allows 360 degree sea ng, consists of sec ons 526FR + 
526RR. Package features islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes.

Standard Features

▪ Seats 8 people. Can be expanded with extensions.
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device
  storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 526RR section includes a basic desktop rack, 10U with
  easy access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes

Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 22" LCD monitor mount
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well 
▪ CUB4 Power panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure Gooseneck microphone
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB. 
  Requires CHGQIW/B
▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ DIR9200-10 10U Rack module
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 526FR base.
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
  specified by the customer

Specifica ons

Model: T526 Basic
Width: 48”   
Depth: 8’-8.8”
   526FR - 67.0”
   526RR - 37.71”
Height: 29.13” 
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